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Course Structure
• Lecture

Two-hours period lecture per week, students are encouraged to
take careful notes based on lectures. These should include
noting maps referenced in class, key concepts and definitions,
core concepts related to maps, geography data, map
interpretation, and map making technologies

• Lab 

The lab exercises are aimed at reinforcing core concepts, themes, 
and skills introduced through the lectures and readings. 

Students will engage in hands on experiences that involve:

1- analysis of web-maps, 

2- use of web-tools to learn concepts related to digital mapping, 

3- organizing and visualizing spatial information. 



Students will also complete:

1- computer based assessments, 

2- lab reports, and 

3- web maps during their lab sections. 

• Labs will be implemented by the graduate research 
assistants involved in the instruction of this course.

• Each lab will begin with a brief explanation of the lab
assignment by the TA, including an overview of the
learning objectives and materials, The remaining
portion of the lab will devoted to completing the lab
assignment.



Part I: Foundations

1- History  and overview of Maps
• definitions
• coordinates and datums
• key concepts of maps 

2- Coordinate Systems
•spherical coordinates
• spheroidal coordinates
• cartesian coordinate

3- Global, regional and local datums
• global datums
• regional and local datums



Part II: Map Projections

1- Aspects of datum transformations
• knowledge of separation, N
• knowledge of height, H
• knowledge of datum transformation parameters
• review questions

2- Fundamentals of map projections
• grids of map 
•Scale factor
• development surfaces
• computational aspects 
• designing a projection
• review questions



3- Direct transformations

• compatibility of coordinate systems
• ground control
• plan transformations
• unknown projections : measuring from maps
• review questions



Part III: Digital Mapping-based Systems

1- Global Positioning System (GPS)
• system overview
• positioning with codes
• differential GPS using codes
• GPS phase measurements

2- Geographic Information Systems (GIS)
• Introduction
• equipment for GIS
• data and data entry
•Alternative data structures
• data for GIS
• vector data



• raster data
•conversion between raster and vector data
• relationship between remotely sensed data and GIS
• modelling spatial processes with GIS
• web-based GIS
• Map production by GIS
• review questions 
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Lecture is focusing on: 

1- History and overview maps
• key concept of maps
• coordinates and datums

2- Coordinate systems
• spherical coordinates
• spheroidal coordinates
• cartesian coordinates



Why Digital Mapping ?
The reasons for adopting digital mapping techniques vary
widely. But there are certain objectives which are shared:

• The first is the desire to speed up the process of map
production so as to shorten the period between the initial data
collection in the field and the availability of the resulting map
in digital or hard-copy form to be used by engineers and
planners.

• It must be noted that the development of automated
computer-based techniques for mapping is also a response to
the vastly increased rates of survey data collection.

For example; the development and adoption of electronic
theodolites, distance-measuring equipment for field survey and
the development of electronic positioning systems.



Why Digital Mapping ?

• The second is the desire to reduce or even eliminate much of
the tedious yet demanding cartographic work, such as
compilation, scribing, mask-cutting, lettering and symbol
generation, which requires highly skilled personal who are
difficult to find.

• For example; an area of great engineering activity that has a
very large requirement for maps is the industry concerned with
water, gas, electricity , telephone, and sewerage services
(public utilities). Such a project their networks of pipelines and
cables are numerous, widespread and very complicated in
structure, and their exact location and function need to be
known for planning, operational and maintenance purposes.

• Much of this data needs to be recorded and displayed on maps
and kept up to date for management purposes. And these kind
of maps need to be revised continually.



Why Digital Mapping ?

• The Third is the reduction in the cost of map and plan
production. In practice, this has been very much harder to
achieve than the increased speed of map production.

• The costs of purchasing, installing, operating and maintaining
computer-based mapping equipment have fallen, but are still
quite high, especially if high accuracy is required.

• Furthermore, highly trained (and expensive) specialist personal
capable of operating, programming and maintaining need to be
acquired within the surveying organization.

• However, the costs will vary greatly from country to another.



The fundamental coordinate system for mapping and 
surveying is a set of geodetic coordinates related to a 
particular datum.

In order to arrange the geodetic data in two-
dimensional surface:

• The first, and most obvious one, is presentational. 

• The second reason for rearranging the geodetic
coordinates in two dimensions is computational.



Coordinates and Datums 

If you consider each of the following statements:

• The height of the point is 3.122 m.

• The height above mean sea level is 10.983 m.

• The latitude is 32° 10' 12.23" .

• The northings of the point are 152345.834.

All of these express coordinates with a great deal of
precision



• The expression with reference to heights: for example, 
in the statement 'this point is 3.2 m above the datum‘

for example, an engineer is interested only in the
relative heights of points within a construction project,
and not in their relationship to the outside world,

then it will be acceptable to designate one point as
having an arbitrary height - 100 m for example - and
finding the heights of all others with respect to this.

What is a Datum ?



“Datum “has established the position of the origin of 
the coordinate system.

A point with different heights in datum A and B

0 m (A)

0 m (B)



• Geodesists and surveyors use datums to create
starting or reference points for maps, property
boundaries, construction surveys, or other work
requiring accurate coordinates that are consistent with
one another.

• There are two main datums over the world:

1- Horizontal datums: measure positions (latitude and
longitude) on the surface of the Earth,

2- vertical datums: are used to measure land elevations
and water depths.



• It is possible to express the coordinates in a different way.
A useful example of this is the two-dimensional coordinate
system shown in Fig.

In this example, the coordinates of the point P may be quoted in
either the rectangular form (X, Y) or the polar form (r, θ): the
point is that changing from one to the other is a relatively
straightforward procedure that does not involve changing the
point of origin, and does not imply a change of datum.

P

θ
Y

X

r



Coordinates System

The coordinates of spatial data may be expressed as

• a three-dimensional system as in cartesian and curvilinear
form,

• two-dimensional in a map projection or a locally defined
system,

• one dimensional coordinates for expressing height.

In order to follow the definitions of the systems used, it is 
first necessary to consider the shape and size of the Earth.



The first approximation that can be made to the shape 
and size of the Earth is that 

• a sphere of radius 6371 km.

Three-dimensional spherical coordinates defined with 
respect to this shape 

• latitude: the angle north or south 

from the equatorial plane, θ

• longitude: the angle east or west 

from the Greenwich meridian, λ

• height: a distance in meters above 

(or below) the sphere, h.

1- Spherical Coordinates 



Spherical Coordinates 

• The equator is the circle that bisects the two earth’s 
Poles.

• The Greenwich meridian is a particular meridian that 
considered as a reference value.

The convention of using Greenwich is now universal.

• The determination of the longitude with respect to the
Greenwich meridian could only be carried out with a
precision equivalent to the establishment of Greenwich
Mean Time (GMT) at the site of the datum.



An ellipsoid or spheroid is a better approximation to the shape of 
the Earth. 

• This surface is formed by an ellipse which has been rotated about 
its shortest (minor) axis, or by 'squashing' a sphere at the poles.

A spheroid is defined by the size of two parameters :

• the semi-major axis, a
• the semi-minor axis, b.

2- Spheroidal Coordinates 



From these two parameters, it is possible to define the shape of 
spheroid through derive 

Flattening (f) which is defined as

The spheroid may also be defined by its semi-major axis a and 
eccentricity (e) which is given by:

(e) is define as a measure of the non-circularity of an elliptical 
orbit.

Spheroidal coordinates



Furthermore, (e, f and b) can be related to each other as follows:

;
Thus, a spheroid can be completely defined using two parameters 
either

• (a and b), or (a and f), or (a and e), and the remaining parameters 
can be found as necessary.

A typical value for those parameters  would be:

a= 6378 137 m and,  f = 1/298. 

Hence, Coordinates defined in this way are known as geodetic 
coordinates, and are the basis for all mapping systems.

Spheroidal coordinates



• The formulae involved in computations based on geodetic
coordinates are complicated, and entirely inappropriate when
considering observations made to satellites.

• Thus, an alternative  set of coordinates  defining  3-D position on 
the surface, known as Cartesian coordinates (X, Y, Z).

• This system is called also as “geocentric coordinates”, 
because it has its  origin at the centre of spheroid 

3- Cartesian coordinates



Cartesian coordinates
• The Z axis is aligned with the minor axis of the spheroid (the 

'polar' axis);

• the X axis is in the equatorial plane and aligned with the 
Greenwich meridian; the Y axis forms a right-handed system. 

• Geodetic coordinates may be transformed to cartesian 
coordinates by a set of formula:

X = (v + h) cosФ cosλ
Y = (v + h) cosФ sinλ
Z = {(1- e2) v + h} sinФ

Where, 



Cartesian coordinates

• The reverse computation, in which geodetic coordinates
are found from cartesian ones, is also possible:

Where,

;                     ; 
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Lecture will focusing on: 

1- Two and Three dimensional coordinate systems
• spherical coordinates
• spheroidal coordinates
• cartesian coordinates

2- Global, regional and local datums
• global datums
• regional and local datums



Global Datums
On a global basis, the most appropriate version of spheroid is one

that :

• has its origin at the center of mass of the earth (geocentric).

• Has a shape and size that it is the best possible approximation
to the form of geoid.

Therefore, global datum is the basis of a satellite reference system 
as it is a necessary conditions for computations of satellite obits

• The most recent global datums is the World Geodetic System 
1984 (WGS84).

• The parameters of WGS84 are defined as:

a =6378137           f = 1/298.257223563



There are two more parameters relating also:   

• gravitational field and 

• the rate of rotation.

Therefore, the shape and size of the WGS84 are defined to
almost consistent with another commonly used global
datum, that Geodetic Reference System 1980 (GRS80),
which is mainly used in gravitational applications.

• Due to a slight difference in the original terms used for the 
definition of these two datums, 

• there is a difference in their flattening , that amounts to:

Global Datums



• For most practical purposes, this difference can be ignored and
the spheroids considered equivalent.

• most users will encounter WGS84 reference system through the 
use of the GPS.

Another group of satellite datums are those associated with 
GLONASS (Global Navigation Satellite System), the Russian 
equivalent of GPS. 

• The datums used for this are the Soviet Geodetic System 1985
(SGS85) and its successor SGS90 (introduced in 1995, and
alternatively referred to as PZ90

Global Datums



A local/regional datum is defined by selecting an origin for a
national or regional survey.

• fixing the chosen spheroid to the geoid (coincident and parallel) 
at the point of origin.

• So, at the coincident point the geoid-spheroid separation, N, and 
the deviation of the vertical are considered as zero.

Local and Regional Datums 



• The local datum thus, is not geocentric spheroid. 

• a local datum approximates the geoid in the region much
more closely than does the global datum.

• Each local or regional datum therefore has a point of origin which 
is offset from the centre of the Earth.

• The size of this offset may be as much as 1 km, and usually 
expressed in components (ΔX, ΔY, ΔZ).

• Many countries may use the same spheroid, but they are on 
different datums as they have different points of origin.

Local and Regional Datums 



• It was important to realized that all the measurement errors
and computational approximations of the original survey, which
would usually have been carried out by a process of
triangulation using ground survey techniques, has included into
the datum.

• errors resulted from the spheroid minor axis rotation is also
should be included and considered when carried out
transformation from local into global datum.

• The three most applied methods for a datum transformation 
via the 3-dimensional geocentric coordinates are: 
1- the geocentric translation, 
2- the Helmert 7-parameter transformations, and 
3- the Molodensky-Badekas 10-parameter transformation

Datum Transformation



Datum Transformation
1- The geocentric translation

relates two datum systems through three translations. The
method applies a shift between the centers of the two
geocentric coordinate systems. This shift is defined by the
parameters ΔX, ΔY and ΔZ,

So, coordinates transformation from a local system to WGS84 is 
given by: 



Datum Transformation
2- the Helmert 7-parameter transformations

• relates two datum systems through a rotation, an origin shift
and a scale factor. The transformation is expressed with seven
parameters:

three rotation angles (α1, α2, α3 ), three origin shifts (ΔX, ΔY and
ΔZ) and one scale factor (μ).

Where, μ is the scale factor between the two systems and R is a 
rotation matrix



Which for small angles α1, α2, α3 about the X, Y, Z axes.

• The Helmert 7-parameter transformation 
is considered to be reversible, i.e. the same 
parameter values can be used to execute the 
reverse transformation. 

•Thus, the reverse parameters can be 
applied to transform from WGS84 to local datum.

Datum Transformation

Y

Z

X



Datum Transformation

3- The Molodensky-Badekas 10-parameter transformation

• relates two datum systems through a rotation, an origin shift
and a scale factor.

•This is the same as for the Helmert transformation methods,
but instead of deriving the rotations about the origin of the
geocentric coordinate system, they are derived at a location
within the points used in the determination of the parameters.

• Three additional parameters, the coordinates of the rotation
point (Xp,Yp,Zp), are then required.



The transformation is therefore expressed with 10 parameters:

• three rotation angles (α1, α2, α3 ),
• three origin shifts (ΔX, ΔY and ΔZ),
• one scale factor (μ), and
• the coordinates of the rotation point (Xp,Yp,Zp) given in the
source geocentric coordinate system.

• Compared to the Helmert transformation, the Molodensky-
badekas provides usually a better approximation, but the
transformation is not reversible.

Datum Transformation



The rotation matrix in general is given by using 3 axial

rotation angles (, ,  - Cardan angles), leading to the next

rotation matrix:

Datum Transformation
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Instead of the traditional form, the rotation matrix

can be expressed with a skew-symmetric matrix

(S) also, and this facilitates the symbolic solution

of the problem.
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Lecture will focusing on: 

1- Fundamentals of map projections  
• Grids and graticules
• Scale factor and features distortions
• Map projection maps

2- Designing a projection
• criteria used to design a projection



Fundamentals of Map Projections

1- WHY need projections?

• It is necessary to consider how to arrange surveying data so that 
it can be placed on a flat surface. 

• Even a simple concept such as the distance between two points 
becomes excessively complex when expressed in spheroidal 
formula.

• A projection, is defined as an ordered system of meridians and 
parallels on a flat surface. 

• It should be immediately apparent that it is impossible to
convert a sphere or a spheroid into a flat plane without in some
way distorting it.



Map Projection – Scale Factor

• Features on the surface of a sphere or a spheroid undergo
distortions when projected onto a plane.

• It is necessary to have a precise definition of the amount of 
distortion that has resulted.

• This is provided by the definition of the scale factor, which is 

K= dist.(projection)/dist.(sphere)

• It is important to understand that this scale factor unrelated to 
the map scale (a number such as 1 : 50000). 

•The ideal value of scale factor is 1, representing no distortion



Map Projection
• Scale distortions for both, tangent and secant map surfaces, are
illustrated in the figures below.

• Distortions increase as the distance from the central point
(tangent plane) or closed line(s) of intersection increases



Map Projection
• It will often be useful to consider what happens to a small 
square of dimension (1 x1) on the sphere when it is projected. 

1 Kp

1 Km

sphere projection

• In the general case the distortion in the direction of the
parallels will be different from the distortion in the direction of
the meridians.

• kp represent the scale factor along a parallel, and km
represent the scale factor along a meridian.



Map Projection
2- Preserved Features

• The (shape, area and size) of features on the sphere will be
different when transformed to the projection, because of the
“Distortion”.

• Therefore, number of ways have been set for transferring
coordinates from the sphere to a selected projection.

• The usual approach is to attempt to preserve one of these,
feature’s characteristics than others, depending on the purpose
for which the projection is devised.

• For example, it may be required that certain of the distances as
measured on the sphere should be undistorted when shown on
the projection.



Or, it may be instead that the distances along all meridians should
remain undistorted, which is means that:

Km = 1 (i.e. Scale factor along meridians equal 1)

• Such a projection is known “equidistant”
1

Kp

1 Km=1

Sphere projection

•It can be seen that there remains a scale factor along the parallel 
which is not equal to 1, and that the shape and area, of the square 
have both been distorted. 

Map Projection



• An alternative to this type of projection is one that attempts to
preserve area, and is therefore termed as an “equal area”
projection. In such a situation:

Km kp= 1
1

1 Kp

Km

Sphere                                  projection

• The other principal classification of projections is that which
preserves the shape of features. This is known as an orthomorphic
or, more commonly, conformal projection.

Map Projection



• The relationship between the scale factors in this case will be:

Km = Kp

1 Kp

1 Km

sphere projection

• In preserving shape, a conformal projection is therefore
preserving angles as well. For example, the angle between the side
of the unit square and the diagonal is 45°.

Map Projection



• For this reason, the conformal projection is the one of most
significance in land surveying, as it means that angles measured on
the ground can be transferred to the projection for use in
computations.

• From a traditional land surveying point of view, there are two
principal aspects to computing coordinates on projections.

The first concerns distances, and
 The second concerns angles.

The basic principle of transferring a distance measured on the
Earth to one to be used on a projection can be rearranged as:

Distance on the projection = k x distance on the sphere

Map Projection



The principal forms of projection surfaces are: 
• cylinder 
• cone, and 
• the plane itself. 

• The advantage of these shapes is that, their curvature is in one
dimension only, they can be unraveled to a plane without any
further distortion.

• In the region around the point or line of contact between the two
surfaces the scale factor distortion will be minimal. In fact, where
the two surfaces are touching the scale factor will be equal to 1.

• Most large scale mapping is likely to be based on transverse
Mercator, Lambert conformal conic, and to a lesser extent the
azimuthal and planar projections.

Map Projection



Map Projection Forms



3- Designing Projections

• In many applications, those working with map projections will be
using an existing projected coordinate system, and the task will be
to identify the projection method and the associated parameters.

• In other situations it is necessary to design a projection for a
particular purpose, in which case the choice of projection method
and parameters is up to the user.

Thus, there are suggested order of criteria given to define what is 
meant by a suitable projection. Those criteria as following:

Map Projection



1- It should preserve any properties that the use of the map
dictates. That is, if the map is to be used to measure the areas of
features, the projection must be an equal area projection.

2- A good projection is one that minimizes the scale factor over
the region; that is, the scale factor must be everywhere as close to
unity as possible. In doing this there may be some goal for the
maximum allowable scale factor distortion, which may lead to a
situation where a single projection cannot achieve the desired
result and the area must be split up into zones.

3- Any additional properties would usually be considered after the
scale factor. It may be required, for example, that the appearance
of the graticule should be as simple as possible,

Map Projection
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Lecture will focusing on: 

Digital mapping technology : procedures and applications

• Introduction
• Relationship of digital mapping with geographic and land
information systems (GIS & LIS) and digital terrain
modelling (DTM).
• Data acquisition for digital mapping 
• Cartographic digitising technology and procedures 
• Digital map data structures
• Digital map data processing



Justification for digital mapping 

OBJECTIVES  of adopting digital mapping !

• The desire to speed up the process of map production.

• shorten  the period between the initial data collection 
in the field or in the photogrammetric machine. 

• the desire to reduce or even eliminate much of the 
tedious demanding cartographic work, such as: 
compilation, scribing, mask-cutting, lettering and 
symbol generation, which require highly skilled 
personal who are often difficult to find.

• The reduction in the cost of map and plan production. 



• The acquisition of coordinate data in computer-compatible form
is the importance fundamental to any type of digital mapping
system, because:

1- it has been measured in with sufficient accuracy,

2- structured and labelled with appropriate descriptive codes to
enable it to be used in an available system.

• There are three main methods by which this data can be acquired
for input to any digital mapping system:

1- Ground survey method, preferably based on the use of electronic 
method.

2- Aerial survey and remote sensing method.

3- Graphing digitizing methods, by which the data contained in
existing plans.

Data acquisition for digital mapping



Digitizing technology and procedures

• Data for digital mapping systems must be presented in a form
that preserves the locational identifies of each unit of
information.

• and, because data are frequently derived from “conventional”
map or image, so

(It is necessary to convert them to a digital form)

This could be done by a process known “digitizing or geocoding”

• Digitizing features means “converting them to a digital form”



Digitizing technology and procedures

It is important to mention that:

• The digitizing technology and procedure used to digitize
only existing cartographic materials (plans and
topographic maps).

• thus, and according to above, the features contained in
existing plans and maps can be divided into two types of
data:

1- Point data: such as, the individual objects represented
by symbols as: spot heights, locations and names.

2- line data: such as, continuous linear features as: roads,
railways, rivers, canals, vegetation and forest
boundaries, walls and buildings outlines.



Digitizing technology and procedures

• Mainly, there are two methods considered for digitizing
features on existing maps:

1- Manual digitizing method

• using manual digitizer having,

• Mechanical slides

• Measuring cursor with cross-hairs and,

• Linear or rotary encoders to generate the rectangular
(x,y) coordinate position of the data.

• The measurement of the position of each point and line
data has been done individually by an operator.



Digitizing technology and procedures 

2- Automatic digitizing method

• it is more convenient to use automatic digitizers

• This system is based on the use of some type of sensing
device and working automatically as like as scanners .

• which illuminated and scanned a small area to establish
the presence and direction of a line, and so

• Allowed its continuous tracking and measurements.

• The time taking in digitizing being a function of the size
of the graphic document and quite independent of the
length of the line to be digitized.



Positional accuracy of digitizing procedure 

• There are some sources of errors that added to the
positional measurements either made by manual or
automatic digitizers, which effects on the measurements
accuracy.

• These errors are:

1- made by the operator while measuring the data.

2- any distortion or change in shape present in the map
document itself.

• The accuracy of the measurements generated by
manual digitizer will be (0.1-0.25mm) equivalent to
(0.1-0.3m).

• while generated by automatic digitizer will (0.025mm)



Digital Mapping data structures

• According to the digitizing fundamentals, structures of
required data for digital mapping has two categories:

1- Raster data structure

• produce when the digitizer will scan the map sheet as
an array of grid cells.

• consists of cell-unit described as pixel

• the region of interest is subdivided into a network of
such cells of uniform size and shape.

• each unit (pixel) is encoded with single category or
value of the information being mapped.

• simply, the occurrence of a point or line within the pixel
will be represented by a simple code (0 or 1).



Raster data structures

• In this case, a point is defined by an individual cell or
pixel; while a line is defined by a connected series of
adjacent pixels.

• the resolution of the raster data is defined by the size of
the pixel element used in the scanner. Typically
(25-50 µm).

• considered that this resolution must be multiplied by
the scale factor of the scanned map to give the
equivalent ground resolution.



Raster data structures



Raster data structures



Raster data structures

• Advantages of raster data structures

1- offer ease of data storage and manipulation, and
therefore permit use of relatively simple computer
programs.

2- easily could be use with remotely sensed data because
digital remotely sensed data are already presented in a
raster format.

• Disadvantage of raster data structures

1- primarily related to losses in accuracy and detail due to
the coding of each cell with a single category even
though several may be present.



Vector data structures

2- Vector data structure

• produce when the digitizer will scan boundaries, or
outlines of features on the map sheet forming polygons.

• the region of interest is subdivided into a segments and
polygons.

• each object is composed by a series of x,y coordinate 
pair(s)

• Points - single x,y pair 

• Lines - nodes at beginning and end, vertices for changes 
in direction along a line 

• Polygons - closed set of lines 



Vector data structures



Vector data structures

• Advantage of vector data format

1- tend to provide more efficient use of computer storage
than does the raster format through produces smaller
file size than raster image because a raster image needs
space for all pixels while only point coordinates are
stored in vector representation.

2- provide and preserve finer details of features, and more
accurate representation of shapes and sizes.

• Disadvantage of vector data format

1- mainly represented in the higher costs of encoding data
and the greater complexity required for the computer
programs that must manipulate data.
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Lecture will focusing on: 

Digital mapping technology : procedures and applications

• Introduction
• Relationship of digital mapping with geographic and land
information systems (GIS & LIS) and digital terrain
modelling (DTM).
• Data acquisition for digital mapping 
• Cartographic digitising technology and procedures 
• Digital map data structures
• Digital map data processing


